
Routing, mileage & mapping software  
that drives the transportation industry

Proprietary Maps Built 
for Commercial Vehicles

8 million
Miles of street-level roadway

800,000
Miles of roads with height, 
weight, and load restrictions

12,000 
Truck-specific POIs including 
truck stops, rest areas, and 
fueling locations

1 million
ZIP/Postal codes

Plan with precise drive times 
and ETAs with real-time and 
predictive traffic congestion 
based on actual road speeds

Operate on the  
industry standard mileage  

for driver pay and  
rate negotiation

Keep drivers safe on  
truck legal roads and 

incorporate Hours of Service 
breaks for compliance

Generate detailed reports  
for fuel tax reporting, 
accounting, and post  

trip analysis

Drive business wide consistency 
through integrations with 

leading TMS and fuel 
optimization providers

Proactively avoid delays, re-route 
drivers, and notify customers  

of potential impacts with  
real-time weather alerts



Address based routing to 
improve distance results, 
eliminate unknown miles, 
and save time on the road

Route on safe, compliant 
roads when hauling hazardous 

materials to avoid fines  
and reduce driver and  

public safety risks

Geocode, import, and save  
custom places, as well as  

set avoids/favors on certain 
roads, for customized routing

Hours of Service Manager 
planning tool to incorporate  

break times and stop durations 
directly in the route plan for 

regulatory compliance

Real-time and predictive 
traffic congestion for precise 

drive times and ETAs to  
improve asset utilization and 

avoid potential delays

Quickly add truck-specific 
POIs along the route, 

including fuel stops with 
current diesel pricing, to control 

costs and maximize time

Understand the true cost of a 
lane with toll fees itemized and 

tallied for each route; then, 
compare mileage and toll costs 
to determine the most effective 

trip plan for your business

Commercial vehicle restrictions 
based on truck dimensions,  
road classifications, or load  

type to avoid fines and  
accidents by keeping vehicles  

on safe, legal roads

View radar and road surface 
conditions, as well as receive 

proactive weather advisory alerts 
in the route plan to make critical 
safety and re-routing decisions

Use precise data to generate accurate miles, costs, drive times, 
and ETAs and keep your business moving forward.

ALK Technologies is a transportation technology company dedicated to defining 
the optimal route to success through innovative routing, mileage, mapping, and 

navigation solutions. © 2017 ALK Technologies Inc. · All Rights Reserved

Financing Options Available

Global Offices 
USA, UK, France, Germany, India

TRY IT FREE FOR 
15 DAYS

pcmiler.com/trial
(800) 377-6453 ext. 1


